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INTRODUCTION TO KILN-CASTING 
 
Kiln-casting is a way to translate an object made from one material into a 
glass version of that object. It is a very specific term used primarily in Studio 
Glass. This technique is distinct from typical casting methods using metal or other 
materials. In traditional casting the material to be cast is heated or mixed in a 
separate container from the mould into which it is going to be poured. (For example, 
in bronze casting the metal is heated in a crucible that is then poured into pre-heated 
moulds.) This makes kiln-casting glass more like baking than traditional metal 
casting. That is, we put cold glass into the mould, place the mould in a kiln (oven) 
and heat it to the temperature that glass liquefies and flows into all the spaces of the 
mould. 
 
In Kiln-casting we use the kiln for: 

1. Curing/drying the mould. 
2. Melting/casting glass into the mould. 
3. Annealing the glass. 

 
 
THE KILN-CASTING PROCESS 
 
In its basic form kiln-casting involves three elements: 

1. The Pattern (or Positive form) 
2. The Mould (the negative space) 
3. The Final Casting 

 
Almost all kiln-cast objects begin as positive patterns. “Pattern” refers to the 
object from which a mould will be taken. Patterns can be derived in a multitude of 
ways: found objects, 3D printed models, traditional clay-modeled objects, or any 
combination thereof. The pattern can also be referred to as the model or positive. It 
is never referred to as the mould! This is important; a mould is a negative space. 
(Fig. 1) It is in fact the opposite of the pattern or positive. Being able to think in both 
positive forms and negative spaces is key to understanding the fundamentals of 
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casting. An easy way to remember this is that Patterns are positive objects and 
moulds are negative spaces—and Negative=Nothing. 
 
Once the design is finalized, a mould is taken from the pattern. If it is a very 
simple pattern, then a one-piece mould can be taken and loaded directly into the 
kiln. In the cases of more complex forms multiple-part moulds might need to be 
pulled from the pattern in order to avoid undercuts. (An undercut refers to any place 
on the pattern that creates a lip or crevice that is prone to get stuck in the mould.) If 
multiple mould parts are created they need to be assembled and sealed together 
before they can be used as a mould for kiln-casting. This is often done by 
assembling all the mould pieces and coating them with another layer of mould 
material. This outer shell holds the individual pieces together so they can support the 
weight of the glass in the kiln. 
 
Most moulds are either hand built or poured, depending on the shape of the positive 
pattern. In either case, the goal is to build a mould that is an even layer around the 
pattern, trying to avoid thick or thin areas of mould material. For example, a simple 
geometric form (like a cube) might be a good candidate for a poured mould. On the 
other hand, a complex form like a figure might be better hand-built, since you can 
follow the contours of the form and create an even mould that way. 
 
Finally, after the casting process is complete (and the glass has properly 
annealed) we then remove the mould material from the glass casting. 
 
 
MOULD MATERIALS 
 
As already mentioned, a mould for kiln-cast glass has to serve several purposes.  
 

1. Withstand the moulding process and be strong enough to be removed from 
the pattern without damage.  

2. Survive the curing/drying process. 
3. Hold up to the time and temperature it takes for the glass to melt and properly 

fill the mould cavity. Unlike metal casting, in which a mould can be filled in 
seconds, it can take hours for the glass to flow and fill a mould. 

4. Effectively anneal the cast-glass object. 
5. Safely be removed from the cast-glass object without breaking the glass. 

 
Because of the demanding nature of glass casting most kiln-casting mould materials 
are hybrids, the most common of which is plaster and silica. In plaster/silica 
moulds each material has a specific function: plaster is the binder and silica resists 
heat. Also, plaster shrinks when fired, while silica expands, so we mix them to 
balance out these effects. On their own these materials are not good kiln-casting 
mould materials. Plaster does not withstand heat and will shrink and crack, allowing 
the glass to leak out of the mould. Silica can withstand very high temperatures, but it 
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won’t hold together at all without plaster as a binder. This is why we use very 
specific mixes of plaster/silica for various applications. The standard mix is 50/50 by 
weight. This provides enough plaster to bind the silica together, but not so much that 
the mould is prone to shrinking and cracking. 
 
It is important here to introduce a couple new concepts: green strength and fired 
strength. Green strength refers to how strong a mould is before it’s been fired in the 
kiln. The strongest green mould (in this case) might be 100% plaster—it’s very tough 
and can withstand a lot of abuse during the process of removing the positive—but it 
has very poor fired strength. On the other hand, a mould that was made mostly of 
silica (e.g. a mix with 80% silica) might have great heat-resistant properties in the 
kiln, but would almost certainly crumble to pieces when you tried to remove the 
positive pattern. A good mould must have both good green and fired strength. 
 
The other element included in almost all moulds is water. In the case of a 
plaster/silica mould, water is added at a very specific ratio. The most common mould 
mix is 1:1:1. That is, 1 part Plaster, 1 part Silica and 1 part Water, by weight. This 
will make a very thick mixture and is great for hand-building moulds. It is not as 
appropriate for poured moulds, as it is typically too thick to flow well into all the 
details. For poured moulds slightly more water or slightly less plaster is used. 
 
TYPES OF MOULDS 
 
There are many types of moulds and mould making materials that can be used for 
glass casting. Traditionally casting moulds are monolithic, or 1-piece. These mould 
are usually poured from a homogenous material as a block or cylinder using some 
type of mould-cottle—a cylinder or walls (usually of waterproof paper, clay or metal) 
used for retaining plaster-of-paris slurry around a mold or form. However, many 
kiln-casting artists use moulds that are layered and hand-built. 
 
Hand-built moulds have several advantages. First, they are usually more even than 
poured/block moulds. (Fig. 1) This is important for drying/curing, since even-walled 
moulds tend to dry more uniformly, preventing 
cracks. Even moulds also anneal glass better 
than block moulds. Second, hand-build moulds 
usually use less material, since you can conform to 
the outline of the pattern. Finally, layered moulds 
tend to be stronger than 1-piece moulds. If 
there’s a crack during firing, often only 1 layer 
will crack, while subsequent layers prevent a 
total blow-out. Also, layers offer the option to 
introduce various mould-making additives to 
various layers, creating hybrid moulds of greater 
strength than a single block mould. 
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PLASTER/SILICA MOULDS 
 
A few notes about mould-making. The following formulas are measured by 
weight. Weighing your ingredients is important because different materials have 
different densities, so simply mixing by volume might give you different amounts of 
material and therefore different results each time. Also, you can compress dry 
materials like plaster or silica into a measuring cup, accidentally getting more of one 
or the other. Mould-making is all about consistency and predictability. So, we rely on 
formulas, measurements, and good recordkeeping to maintain consistency and 
make informed decisions about any changes that need to be made to improve 
performance. 
 
Let’s start with the most basic and commonly used mold: the hand-built, one-piece 
plaster/silica mould. This uses a recipe of 1 : 1 : 1—that is, 1 part Plaster, 1 part 
Silica and 1 part Water. Mixed by weight this formula gives a fairly thick mixture 
with a rapid cure time. It is best suited to hand-building moulds of smaller size. 
Because of its fairly rapid cure time, the window where the mixture is viscous 
enough to apply to the pattern—but not so thick that it clumps—is fairly short. (Use 
colder water to slow the setting of plaster and increase your working time.) This mix 
is thick and sets quickly because it is 2 parts dry to 1 part water. By contrast, a 
common ratio suggested for mixing plaster to apply to walls in houses is only 1 : 
1.5, wet to dry. That is 25% less dry material. The advantage to a thicker mixture is 
that you don’t have to stand around for 20 minutes waiting for the perfect 
consistency before you can apply it to vertical surfaces and it will stay. This is why 
the thicker 1 : 2 (wet to dry) mix is best suited to smaller molds where you can cover 
all of your pattern during that window where the mixture is the perfect consistency. 
 
This gradual change in consistency, by the way, highlights an interesting property of 
plaster-based mixtures. That is, these mixtures are thixotropic—which refers to 
certain gels or fluids that are thick (viscous) under static conditions but will flow 
(become thin, less viscous) over time when shaken, agitated, sheared or otherwise 
stressed (time dependent viscosity). In other words, there is a period of time after 
plaster is mixed where it seems fairly solid and crumbly, but will actually flow like a 
liquid when you agitate it. This is a great time to apply this material to vertical 
surfaces. The act of applying it liquefies the plaster material but as soon it’s applied 
it freezes in place. In other words, if you’re applying your mould material and it’s 
draining back off your pattern and pooling around the base, simply wait until the 
plaster sets a little more before applying. 
 
When it comes to pouring (or hand building larger) moulds you want a thinner 
mixture, one that allows enough time for proper mixing and a nice slow pour into the 
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mould cottles without clumping and trapping bubbles. A good recipe is 1 : 1.8, wet to 
dry or even 1 : 1.5. In this case there is far less plaster interacting with the water, 
especially since some mould formulas call for only 40% of the dry material (by 
weight) to be plaster. This is because plaster is the only material that is chemically 
affected by the water. That is, the plaster molecules are bonding with the water 
molecules to form gypsum. On the other hand the silica is inert; it’s just getting wet, 
but no chemical reaction is taking place. This is important, because when the plaster 
bonds to the water the mass of each now becomes one mass. However, as the 
plaster dries some of those water molecules evaporate off and the entire mass 
shrinks. It is this shrinkage, and the uneven nature of it, that can propagate cracks in 
a mould. This is because the shrinkage is directly proportional to mass. So, areas of 
a mould with greater mass will tend to shrink more, pulling away from less massive 
areas. 
 
This why constructing moulds as evenly as possible is so important to successful 
casting: not only do even molds promote good annealing—plaster/silica is an 
insulator and uneven mould material can trap heat in certain areas of a casting, 
setting up dangerous temperature differentials during annealing—but even moulds 
dry and shrink more uniformly, reducing potential for cracks and mould failure. A 
standard thickness for plaster/silica moulds is 1.5 - 2 inches wall thickness. 
This is ideal for small castings up to 10 pounds or so, depending on the 
configuration of the casting. 
 
 
Some common mould recipes: 
 

● Hand-Built Moulds (50/50 mix): 
o 1 part plaster 
o 1 part silica 
o 1 part water  

 
● Poured Moulds (40/60 mix): 

o 0.7 parts plaster 
o 1.1 parts silica 
o 1 water  

 
 
MATH MAKES THE MOULD 
 
For the sake of efficiency the rest of this document will use ratios (e.g. 1 : 1 : 1) 
instead of long-form recipes. You may also be familiar with charts that list the 
various materials in various quantities based on the size mould you want to make. 
These are helpful, but only up to a point. For example very few of them go above 15 
pounds of water, but such large scale moulds are actually quite common in the glass 
casting world. This is where formulas and ratios are so useful. Because, with a 
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ratio—like 1 : 1.5 (for straight plaster mix) or 1 : 1.8 (for standard pourable mould mix 
like the recipe above)—you can calculate the amount of material you’ll need for any 
size mould.  
 
What if we want to change the ratio of plaster to silica? For example, you want make 
a hand-built mould that has more silica in it to give it greater stability at firing 
temperature—say, a 60% silica mix. Well, that’s simple. All you need to do is take 
the plaster and silica measurement combined, multiply it by 0.6, and you’ll know how 
much silica you need. For example, if you’re mixing 2 pounds of water, you’ll use 4 
pounds of dry mix (1 : 2, wet : dry). Multiply that by 0.6 and you’ll get 1.2 pounds 
which is 60% of 2., That’s how much silica you’ll use. 
 
But, how do we figure out how much mould material we need in the first place? With 
hand-built moulds this isn’t a problem; usually we just mix up some material and 
begin applying it to our pattern. If it’s not enough we mix more and add another 
layer. As mentioned earlier, multiple layers is often advantageous to the strength of 
a mould. When one layer cracks often the second layer will prevent the crack from 
traveling all the way to the outside and allowing the glass to leak out. This makes 
hand-built moulds much less math intensive then poured moulds. 
 
However, that doesn’t mean a bit of quick math can’t be useful. Knowing how much 
material you’ll ultimately need to mix will prevent waste and can save us work by 
letting us calculate how much we’ll need for each layer. 
 
Let’s do a quick example. Pretend our pattern is a simple rectangle 1”H x 2”W x 4”D, 
that would give us a total of 8 cubic inches. Now let’s say we want the walls of our 
mould to be 1.5 inches thick. We simply add 1.5 to each side of our pattern. Since I 
know that 1.5 on each side means I’m actually adding 3 to each side, I can shorten 
my math there. So, the exterior of my mould is now 5W x 7D. But what about the 
height? Well, since my pattern is lying down on its longest side (which makes it only 
1 high) I only need to cover the top of that side. So, I’ll only add 1.5 to that 
measurement. That gives me these dimensions: 2.5H x  5W x 7D, or a total of 87.5 
cubic inches. Now we must remove the mass of the original pattern, which was 8 
cu.in. When you subtract that from 87.5 that leaves 79.5 cu.in. of mould material 
needed to completely cover our pattern. 
 
This seems like quite a lot of material for such a small pattern. This is precisely why 
we need to use math to calculate these materials! If we guess, we almost never mix 
up the amount we actually need. In fact, the very first time I made a poured mould I 
decided to do it by eyeballing the volume. It took me three attempts to fully fill my 
mould cottles and completely cover my pattern. That’s how wrong I was in my 
estimation. 
 
OK, so now we’ve calculated the volume of mould material we need. How do we 
figure out how much plaster, silica and water we will need to create that volume? 
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Well, it so happens that there is also a formula for that. For a 1 : 1 : 1 mould mix 
each pound increment (of water) equals roughly 44 cubic inches of mould material. 
So, for our example we take 79.5 and divide it by 44. That gives us 1.8 pounds of 
water and 3.6 pounds of dry mix. I can split this into multiple layers by simple 
division. 
 
 
PREPARING YOUR PATTERN FOR MOULDING 
 
So we’ve got our pattern and we know how much mould mix we need, we just have 
to mix and apply it. However, first things first. What kind of mould are we going to 
make? 
 
As discussed above, in almost all situations handbuilt, layered moulds are stronger 
and more efficient. However, if you want to pour a mould—say, for a rectilinear 
form—your first job is to secure our mould cottles to the table so the mould material 
does not leak out the bottom. There are several ways to do this; if you’re using rigid 
mould cottles, the most common method is to seal the interior of the cottles with a 
coil of clay. This is pushed into the bottom corners of the cottles to create a rounded 
fillet of clay, sealing the cottles to the table. If your cottles are loose on their vertical 
sides, you can also run a bead of clay up those as well. If you’re using non-rigid 
mould cottles—like roofing paper—then you’ll need to seal the bottom with 
something more durable, like plaster or wax. 
 
Once the cottles are secure make sure your pattern is also secure. Dense materials 
like clay probably don’t need too much securing, but buoyant materials like 
Styrofoam or hollow wax forms do. For foam double-sided carpet tape works great, 
but not too much, or you’ll never get the pattern back off the table without destroying 
it. For wax the best method is to literally wax it down. Pour a small layer of wax 
(about 1/8”) and push your pattern into it while the layer is hot. 
 
 
MIXING AND APPLYING MOULD MATERIAL 
 
Most of the moulds we’ll be producing in this class will be relatively small. Therefore 
they can easily be mixed by hand. Larger moulds require large amounts of plaster, 
silica and water, and are usually mixed in a larger bucket with a hand-drill and mixer 
attachment. 
 

1. Weigh out your water. Remember to use cool water.  
2. In a separate bucket weigh out your plaster and silica. 
3. Once you’ve weighed these mix them dry for at least 30 seconds. 
4. Pour the dry mix into the water. 
5. Let “slake” for 2 minutes minimum. 
6. Mix by hand for at least 3 minutes. (see below) 
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The way to mix by hand is: place your hand flat down in the bottom of the bucket, 
spread your fingers wide, and shake your hand back and forth to agitate the plaster 
on the bottom.  Every once in awhile, use your hand to move some plaster from 
other areas to the bottom and continue shaking your hand back and forth.  Do not 
take your hand out of the bucket during the entire mixing process.  That would 
introduce air into the mix.  You will notice that the plaster creams after a certain 
point.   It takes on a definite change in texture.  See if you can detect when it makes 
the change. It will have more body, feel smoother and creamier.  You must mix 
beyond this stage for the plaster to set properly.  Keep mixing for three minutes. 
Yup, three minutes.  Seems like a long time, but that's what it takes to make a 
creamy, smooth mix. 
 
You can mix longer than that, and you will have a harder, stronger casting.   Be 
careful not to mix so long that your plaster sets up in the bucket.  It's a game of 
chance once you go beyond three minutes. Thicker mixes, like the 1:1:1 mix are 
more likely to set up faster. 
 
Once mixed the mould material is ready to apply to the pattern. Using a 1-2 inch 
brush apply a “face-coat” to the pattern, making sure to force the mix into all the 
details. Keep applying in thin layers until the main mix begins to thicken 
considerably. Once it has thickened enough begin quickly applying the material to 
your pattern. If the material has thickened properly, you should be able to apply it to 
vertical surfaces without it all running downhill. Keep applying material, trying to form 
as even a layer around your pattern as possible. You want to achieve a wall 
thickness of 1½ - 2 inches. 
 
Once you’ve finished it’s time to clean up! We never want dry plaster in our mixing 
buckets, because it affects the set-time for the next mix. Using a sponge scrub the 
inside of your wet-mix bucket thoroughly, paying particular attention to the corners 
and bottom (where plaster tends to accumulate). In most studios it is an absolute sin 
to dump plaster down the sink, so be sure you familiarize yourself with waste-plaster 
procedures before you begin your mould-making. Our studio has a “slop bucket” 
where we rinse our mixing buckets and dump waste plaster. Once you’ve got the 
majority of plaster out of the bucket pour in a little clean water and slosh it around. 
Also dump this into the slop bucket. 
 
Any spills or drips are easier to clean once they’ve cured. So, wait until you are 
removing your mould and then simply use a scraper to chip any spills off the table or 
floor. Toss them into the trash or slop bucket.  
 
DRYING/CURING THE MOULD 
 
After the mould is made and the pattern is removed, the mould must then be dried 
(or cured). There are several approaches this, but their goals are the same: to 
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remove as much water as possible while minimizing off-gassing and cracking of the 
mould. 
 
Here’s one reason moulds crack. Water boils at 212°F, so if you put a 
room-temperature mould into a 1500°F kiln the water on the surface will very soon 
begin to boil and turn to steam. As the water evaporates the mould material shrinks. 
Plaster is a mix of H20 and gypsum, where the molecules bond together. As a mould 
dries it loses H20 molecules and therefore shrinks. If the surface shrinks faster than 
the inside that creates cracks. The idea behind properly curing/drying a mould is that 
the entire mould body dries and shrinks at the same rate, maintaining integrity of the 
mould. 
 
Some glass-casting artists prefer to dry the mold naturally over 2 to 4 weeks. 
However, unless humidity is properly controlled, most dried in this fashion will not 
dry evenly. However, this is a common way of drying moulds since it is analogous to 
drying green ware in ceramics before firing. 
 
Other artists insist that moulds must be kiln dried and then thoroughly 
cleaned of any debris before the glass is loaded. This is usually accomplished by 
placing the mould in a 200°F kiln for 24 to 48 hours. After the mould has cooled, it is 
either vacuumed clean or blown out with compressed air and then the appropriate 
amount of glass is loaded into the mold and fired. 
 
This method certainly works, but it is time-consuming because you are adding at 
least a full 24 hours to your process. This method seems the most valuable if your 
mould-making process creates a lot of debris that might be trapped on the surface of 
the mould that will contaminate the casting. For example, if your mould was created 
using the lost wax method there might be debris in the wax that is stuck to the 
surface of the mould and would only be released when the wax is burnt away. These 
particles would fall to the bottom of the mould and get trapped on the surface of the 
casting. This method also means that there is far less water escaping from the 
mould as it is raised to casting temperature. If we load our glass directly into the 
mould this moisture can cause off-gassing of contaminants that can coat the surface 
of the glass and promote devitrification and bubbles. Drying moulds prior to loading 
glass can significantly reduce this problem.  
 
The final method is one that is most often used in an academic setting where time is 
critical. In this method we build mould-drying into the initial heat on the way up to 
casting temperature. Basically, if heated gradually enough a fresh mould should 
reach casting temperature in good condition. This is one of the methods 
preferred by Dan Clayman, a well-known glass artist from the east coast. In fact, if 
his moulds have set around and partially dried before firing, he’ll often soak them 
thoroughly before loading them into the kiln. In his experience a thoroughly wet 
mould survives a gradual heat-up to casting temperature better than a partially dried 
mould. 
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The idea here is that a gradual heat raises the temperature of the entire mould body, 
promoting evaporation. However, because the mould is thoroughly wet when 
heated, the water itself protects the mould from cracking. This is because of the 
unique nature of water. It doesn’t boil the instant it reaches 212°F, but first has to 
absorb quite a lot of energy before turning into steam. Basically, the water on the 
inside of the mould prevents the surface water from boiling, but instead evaporates 
slowly, like a puddle of water on a hot road. 
 
Bear in mind that almost all of these methods are based on anecdotal evidence with 
a little science thrown in. This is how glass-casting has progressed, with each artist 
improving on methods they’ve learned while sticking with what’s worked for them. 
Little by little science has crept into our practice. For example, we now know that 
there is something called quartz inversion that happens at around 1100°F where 
any silica-based materials (silica, flint, quartz, grog, etc) suddenly expand. So, 
we’ve adjusted our firing schedules to reflect that, slowing down through this 
temperature range so that the materials deep inside the mould go through this 
expansion at the same time as the surface. Casters used to spike their kilns to 
casting temp from 1000°F as fast as possible (AFAP) in order to avoid devitrification, 
unknowingly causing damage to their moulds in the process. Remember, there are 
many ways of doing things. As you move forward in your casting practice be flexible 
and open to new ideas. They just might make things better for you. 
 
 
FIRING THE MOULD | MELTING THE GLASS 
 
In a typical kiln-casting cycle there are three (3) major components. We’ve already 
discussed the first: mould curing/drying. The second is the firing stage, where the 
glass is melted into the mould cavity. The final stage is annealing the glass in the 
mould. 
 
For the second stage—the 
firing/melt—there are several 
considerations relating to the 
mould. First, the mould has to 
maintain integrity for as long as it 
takes the glass to flow and fill the 
cavity. Depending on the size and 
complexity of the mould, this can 
take hours. For simple open-faced 
moulds a typical firing takes about 
two (2) hours at a temperature of 
1500°F. More complicated moulds 
can take upwards of six (6) hours. This time at temperature degrades the integrity 
and strength of the mould, increasing the likelihood of mould cracks and failure, and 
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the larger the casting the more this becomes a concern. This is because a larger 
amount of glass obviously weighs more and will provide more outward force on the 
mould. So, larger moulds must be more robust in order to support the weight of the 
liquid glass during firing. Even small castings typically require a wall thickness of 1 ½ 
inches of mould material. Larger castings might use up to 2 ½ inches of material and 
backup reinforcement such as chicken wire or expanded metal. 
 
A second consideration is how the glass gets into the mould. Open-faced castings 
are the simplest; they can usually have the glass piled directly into the mold cavity. 
(Fig. 2) However, more complicated forms might need the addition of a pour-cup in 
order to hold the glass. 
 

Sometimes the pour-cup is built directly into 
the mold itself, but more often it is added as a 
separate receptacle, often in the form of a 
terra-cotta flowerpot. (Fig. 3) The flowerpot 
acts as a tiny crucible where the glass melts 
and pours out of an opening in the bottom, 
slowly filling the mould below. 
 
Obviously, this method is much slower then 
simply putting the glass into the mould itself 
and letting it melt, because in this case we 
have to wait for the glass to flow out of the 
small aperture in the bottom of the flowerpot. 
To counteract this glass artists often increase 
the casting temperature in the kiln—up to 

1600°F—so the glass becomes more liquid and 
flows quicker. However, this exacerbates the 

problem of mould degradation since higher temperatures will weaken the mould 
faster. A simpler solution is to enlarge the hole in the bottom of the flowerpot. 
 
This is why understanding and planning the entire process before the mould is even 
made will help us have greater success. That means you must not only think about 
what type of mold you will make, but how the glass will get into that during the firing, 
and all before you actually make your mould. 
 
A final consideration when thinking about the mould is preventing trapped air 
bubbles during casting. Obviously, tiny air bubbles trapped in the body of the casting 
are to be expected, they are part of the desired qualities of many cast-glass 
sculptures. However, when a giant air bubble forms as the glass rises, it can prevent 
the glass from fully filling a particular part of the mould, particularly where the glass 
has to flow uphill. 
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Luckily, plaster/silica is porous and does allow air to escape. Unfortunately this air 
escapes slowly, so glass artists often add air vents to these areas of the mould to 
speed up that process. Remember, the longer a mould is at casting temperature, the 
more chance it has of cracking and failing. If we had some type of indestructible, 
porous mould material, we could simply wait for several hours until we were sure all 
the air had escaped and all parts of the mould had filled. But, such a material would 
be very difficult to remove without destroying the glass casting inside.  
 
So, we stick with plaster/silica and simply add vents to those areas of the mould that 
seem prone to trap bubbles. These vents can be made using metal rods which are 
poked into the pattern before the mould material is added and removed once it’s 
dried. In lost-wax casting these vents are usually added using tiny “sprues” of wax. 
When the wax melts it leaves behind a little channel through which air can exit the 
mould quickly. 
 
In conclusion, kiln-casting glass is all about the mould. If you plan and construct your 
mould well—think through venting and glass flow, mix your materials correctly and 
properly dry your mould—you can have great success with the kiln-casting process. 
Of course, we now have to consider properly annealing the glass object inside of our 
carefully built mould, but that’s a whole other topic. 
 
For more technical info on casting, annealing, mould-making, lost-wax, etc. 
visit https://ksuglass.wordpress.com/technical-materials/ 
 
 

 


